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What is haptic

Johansson and Westling 

Cutaneous

Kinesthesia 

The haptic senses work together with the motor control system to: 
- Coordinate movement 
- Enable perception 

Temperature 
Texture 
Slip 
Vibration 
Force 

Location/configuration 
Motion 
Force 
Compliance 



Cutaneous https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LfJ3M3Kn80
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kinesthetic vs. tactile devices

Cutaneous

Kinesthetic

Active            Passive

Rodríguez, José-Luis, Ramiro Velázquez, Carolina Del-Valle-Soto, Sebastián Gutiérrez, Jorge Varona, and Josué Enríquez-Zarate. "Active and passive haptic perception 
of shape: Passive haptics can support navigation." Electronics 8, no. 3 (2019): 355.

Kinesthetic haptic devices 
display forces or motions 
through a tool

Tactile haptic devices 
stimulate the skin



kinesthetic vs. tactile devices

Cutaneous

Kinesthetic

Active            Passive

Rodríguez, José-Luis, Ramiro Velázquez, Carolina Del-Valle-Soto, Sebastián Gutiérrez, Jorge Varona, and Josué Enríquez-Zarate. "Active and passive haptic perception 
of shape: Passive haptics can support navigation." Electronics 8, no. 3 (2019): 355.

Kinesthetic haptic devices 
display forces or motions 
through a tool

Tactile haptic devices 
stimulate the skin

Tactile haptic devices 
can more easily be 
wearable

Kinesthetic haptic 
devices are usually 
grounded



Tactile (cutaneous) device basics



Tactile feedback

goal is to stimulate the skin in a programmable manner to create a desired set of sensations 

sometimes distributed tactile feedback is provided 

tactile feedback is generated by a tactile device, sometimes called a tactile display 

can aim to recreate real sensations, create novel ones, or communicate information 



Sensory homunculus

mapping the human somatosensory cortex



Arms vs fingertips

Images courtesy Even Pezent



Active vs. passive touch

Images courtesy Even Pezent

Passive touch
 Focus on the sensation 
 experienced

Active touch
 Focus on the object



Mechanoreception



Mechanoreceptive afferents

classified by depth:
I: closer to skin surface
II: deeper beneath surface response
classified by rate of adaptation:
rapidly adapting = phasic
slowly adapting = tonic
classified by sensing modality:
e.g., receptor structure

Response

Stimulus

slowly adapting (SA)rapidly adapting (RA)



Cross section of glabrous skin



Merkel (SA I)

form and texture
perception

low-frequency
vibrations

Shape: disk
Location: near border between epidermis & dermis
Type: SA I
Best Frequencies: 0.3-3 Hz
Stimulus: pressure



Ruffini (SA II)

static and dynamic skin deformation

skin stretch

Shape: many-branched fibers inside a roughly cylindrical capsule
Location: dermis
Type: SA II
Best Frequencies: 15-400 Hz
Stimulus: stretching of skin or movement of joints



Meissner (RA I)

motion, slip/grip

dynamic skin deformation

Shape: stack of flattened cells, with a nerve fiber winding its way through
Location: in dermis just below epidermis
Type: RA I
Best Frequencies: 3-40 Hz
Stimulus: taps on skin



Pacinian Corpuscle (PC / RA II)

high frequency vibration

gross pressure changes

Shape: layered capsule surrounding nerve fiber
Location: deep in skin
Type: PC
Best Frequencies: 10 to >500 Hz
Stimulus: rapid vibration





Thermal sensing

separate warm and cold receptors whose firing rate 
depends on magnitude of difference w.r.t body 
temperature

both slowly adapting (SA) and rapidly adapting (FA) 
characteristics, so depends on both T and dT/dt

perception strongly affected by body temperature 
versus temperature at surface of skin (aluminum feels 
cooler at room temperature than wood) -- an important
component of material identification

R.K. Adair. A model of the detection of warmth and cold by cutaneous sensors through effects on voltage-gated membrane channels, PNAS 1999 96 (21).

free nerve endings
for temperature, pain



What does the human hand feel?

Okamoto, Shogo, Hikaru Nagano, and Yoji Yamada. "Psychophysical dimensions of tactile perception of textures." IEEE Transactions on Haptics 6, no. 1 (2012): 81-93.



What does the human hand feel?

Okamoto, Shogo, Hikaru Nagano, and Yoji Yamada. "Psychophysical dimensions of tactile perception of textures." IEEE Transactions on Haptics 6, no. 1 (2012): 81-93.

Spatial distribution of SA I 
No temporal information 



What does the human hand feel?

Okamoto, Shogo, Hikaru Nagano, and Yoji Yamada. "Psychophysical dimensions of tactile perception of textures." IEEE Transactions on Haptics 6, no. 1 (2012): 81-93.

Vibratory information
RA I and RA II



What does the human hand feel?

Okamoto, Shogo, Hikaru Nagano, and Yoji Yamada. "Psychophysical dimensions of tactile perception of textures." IEEE Transactions on Haptics 6, no. 1 (2012): 81-93.

Mediated by skin of finger pad
Skin stretch or adhesion



What does the human hand feel?

Okamoto, Shogo, Hikaru Nagano, and Yoji Yamada. "Psychophysical dimensions of tactile perception of textures." IEEE Transactions on Haptics 6, no. 1 (2012): 81-93.

Heat transfer property between texture and finger
TRP ion-channels on free nerve endings



What does the human hand feel?

Okamoto, Shogo, Hikaru Nagano, and Yoji Yamada. "Psychophysical dimensions of tactile perception of textures." IEEE Transactions on Haptics 6, no. 1 (2012): 81-93.

Tactile cues
Contact area between finger pad and object is important



Different technologies and interaction modes mapping

Jerome Pasquero, Survey on Communication through Touch, Technical Report: TR-CIM 06.04, 2006



Skin-Stretch/dragging Mechanism



Skin-Stretch/dragging Mechanism

CHI 15
Ion et.al.



Skin-Stretch/dragging Mechanism



Skin-Stretch/dragging Mechanism

CHI 17
Je et.al.



Practical jamming

IEEE Haptics 13
Stanley et.al.



Brown, Eric, Nicholas Rodenberg, John Amend, Annan Mozeika, Erik Steltz, Mitchell R. Zakin, Hod Lipson, and Heinrich M. Jaeger. "Universal robotic gripper based on the jamming of granular 
material." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 107, no. 44 (2010): 18809-18814.



Variable friction surfaces

Northwestern TPad

Ultrasonic vibration could reduce the coefficient of friction of sandpaper; the same principle is here applied to glass.



Variable friction surfaces
reported that dragging a dry finger over a conductive surface covered with a thin insulating layer and excited with a 
110 V signal, created a characteristic “rubbery” feeling…called electrovibration.

UIST 10
Bau et.al.



Mid-air haptics
Ultrasonic haptics

UIST 13
Cater et.al.



Mid-air haptics
Ultrasonic haptics



Mid-air haptics
Vortex haptics

UbiComp 13
Gupta et.al.



Mid-air haptics
Vortex haptics



Vibration
feedback

eccentric rotating 
mass motors 

(ERM)



Shaftless vibration motors

K. J. Kuchenbecker



Shaftless vibration motors

Frequency and magnitude are often coupled.



Linear resonant actuator (LRA)



Linear resonant actuator

CHI 21
Mazursky et.al.



Recap

We thank Allison M. Okamura @ Stanford University for the lecture material

Haptic concept
Types of haptic
Tactile feedback and Mechanoreception
Examples of tactile devices 



Optional readings

UbiComp 13
Gupta et.al.

UIST 10
Bau et.al.


